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I firmly believe in spit of tht hir--
' moil of today that if democracy is
to bo saved, It will bo saved on
the campuses of the colleges and
universities first;
Volume LXXXVI
Games To Murder;
Kent State Tragedy
by Kerry
Late Monday morning Lou
Young and I arrived in Kent,
Ohio to cover the recent demon-
strations at the university and in
the street. Classes were running
on schedule, although the Na-
tional Guard was still everywhere
in evidence.
Lou and I were informed of the
noontime rally to be held in de-
fiance of the city ordinance of the
night before prohibiting gather-
ings. It may have been that the
green-fatigue- d soldiers, the Beetle
Baileyish scurrying jeeps, or the
novelish war maneuvers that per-
meated the atmosphere; at any
rate, the rally had a sinister aspect
of the unreal about it.
Fifty students gathered around
a tolling bell, flags wavingAcross
the commons, National Guard
gathered in anticipation of . . .
of what? The military authorities'
concern was soon voiced as the
menacing bullhorn demanded that
the milling students disperse "for
their own safety". Curious onlook-
ers who had previously situated
themselves at the foot of Taylor
Hall above the 50 students began
to merge with those below. With
every call of the bullhorn the
crowd moved down the hill toward
the core of dissenters. Many of
them held handkerchiefs ready to
guard against tear gas attack.
Yet the mood of the crowd was
both bold and light at the same
time. If you were gassed, you ran,
regrouped, came back for more.
That's what confrontation seemed
to be all about.
At 12:05 the tear gas came. Its
projectile was marked against the
bright blue sky by a trail of bil-
lowing smoke. Each canister was
in turn heaved back toward the
National Guard by an enthusiastic
student who basked in the imme-
diate cheers of the growing crowd.
The barrage lasted for five min
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utes. It ended in victory for the
students, for the most part unaf-
fected by the fumes which were
carried off on a light, steady wind.
The bell began tolling once more
as students moved back down the
hill on to the Commons, this time
in even larger numbers. Across the
field the National Guard re-
grouped in a wider perimeter and
launched another gas attack after
bullhorned warnings went unheed-
ed. The gas was followed up this
time by gas-mask- ed National
Guardsmen who herded the throng
of students back up the hill along-
side of Taylor Hall. The student
retreat was orderly for the most
part, although four or five stu-
dents heaved stones at advancing
guardsmen. By 12:20, the soldiers
had effectively routed the crowd
from the Commons.
The next three minutes were un-
eventful. It was as if the Guard
had come back strongly to take the
second round after having been
soundly beaten in the first. Stu-
dents wandered about and shouted
at the soldiers who were again
regrouping, this time away from
the Commons on the other side of
Taylor. Two hundred foot stone-lob- s
were met with wild cheers by
the students, numbering by this
time over a thousand. Tear gas
jetted once again against the sky.
Again it was heaved back. The Na-
tional Guard was being beaten at
its own game. The students loved
it.
The order was given to advance
toward the jeering crowd. Machine-
-like, the soldiers moved stead-
ily up the knoll. I stood at the
left front corner of Taylor, re-
treating one step when the Guards-
men approached. As the hundred
soldiers moved up on the crowd,
some students fell in behind them.
These young people had been far
(Continued on Page 3)
by Lou Young
(Kerry Stroup and I were sent by the Voice to Kent State Monday,
May 4, to research the climate of student opinion in regards to the
war escalation, student protest, and the burning of the ROTC Building
on that campus. We arrived there at 11:30 and were expecting a lively
afternoon of speeches and demonstrations. Little did we know that
what was to take place in the next 2 hours was much more than we
bargained for. What follows is a rough chronology of that Monday
afternoon's tragic events.)
11:30-- 1 asked a fellow who had been involved in the weekend de-
monstrations what kind of trouble they were expecting. He
said, "mostly like before, tear gas."
11:40 We talked to a young (22) National Guardsman. He said,
"What do you people want here?" Kerry then asked, "Are
you expecting trouble?" The soldier replied, "Yeah, we're
expecting trouble. We're not taking any shit!"
11:45 Report over a guard radio receiver: "group of longhairs in
vicinity of Commons . . . apparently drinking from water
fountain."
11:50 The bell in the Commons was rung, calling for the gathering
to begin.
11:55 Bullhorn announcement from the Nat'l Guard: "ATTENTION
. . . ATTENTION . . . ALL KSU STUDENTS MUST DIS-
MISS."
11:58 Student Reaction to announcement a cheer: "STRIKE,
STRIKE, STRIKE
..."
12:00 Up to this point I observed no, I repeat, no antagonism shown
on the part of the students.
The Nat'l Guard had strung itself along a perimeter across
the front of the Commons:
Bullhorn NG: "DISBAND, DISBAND."
(Continued on Page 3)
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Wounded KSU student is aided by friends
Wishart Meeting
Starts Statewide
Student Coalition
Something radically different
happened at the College Tuesday
night and Wednesday morning.
Strike leaders from Deriison, Hi-
ram, O.S.U., Wilmington, Antioch,
Oberlin, Cleveland State, Kenyon,
Mount Union, Marietta, Musking-
um, Baldwin-Wallac- e, Wooster,
and Kent State met from nine until
nearly two in the morning form-
ing the Ohio College and Univer-
sity Coalition to deal statewide
with the situation in Indochina,
the Kent State massacre, and to
set up a coordinating network of
active students throughout the
state.
The whole thing happened in
Wishart's Lean Lecture Room with
the permission of Speech Depart-
ment Chairman Dr. Craig. Kent
students, en route to Washington,
told of the National Guard riot
that resulted in four students'
deaths Monday. Leaders compared
problems on their campuses
(apathy, administration support,
etc.) and finally various positive
steps were taken to unite the
student movement in Ohio for
maximum effect.
The meeting was organized and
held in comparative secrecy to
avoid unmanagable numbers of
people; as it turned out the 70
strike leaders managed to form the
first statewide student organization
in the history of Ohio.
Besides the comparatively un-
important naming of the group,
lines of communication were es-
tablished for inter-grou- p business,
public relations, and the Kent studen-
ts-in-exile.
It was at this meeting the Co-
lumbus march widened from its
three-scho- ol origin to a statewide
demonstration of concern. The
Kent Statement was drafted and
adopted to state the Coalition's
position and aims:
1. We are against Nixon's Ex-
pansion of the war into Cambodia.
2. We are against the intro-
duction of military personnel in
any. form on any campus.
3. We are against the systema-
tic supression of political and
racial minority groups throughout
the country, especially the Black
Panthers, and advocate the im-
mediate release of all such political
prisoners.
4. We support the censure of
the Nixon administration, Gover-no- r
Rhodes, and Adjutant-Genera- l
Del Corso.
a Bin tq
By Kerry Stroup
after Monday's shooting by Nat'l Guard.
Drushal Wires Nixon
--Meets Saxbe Tues.
President Drushal, speaking be-
fore 300 students assembled in
Lowry Center patio, announced
Tuesday morning he had added
his name to a telegram to Presi-
dent Nixon, urging immediate re-
consideration of the involvement
in southeast Asia. Drushal said the
telegram had been signed by most
GLCA college presidents, and was
being circulated to presidents of
colleges across the country.
The telegram read, "the Ameri-
can invasion of Cambodia and the
renewed bombing of North Viet-
nam have caused extraordinarily
severe and widespread apprehen-
sions on our campuses."
"We share these apprehensions,"
the presidents of the nations' col-
leges and universities had written,
adding:
"We implore you to consider the
incalculable danger of an unprece-
dented alienation of America's
youth and to take immediate action
to demonstrate unequivocally your
determination to end the war
quickly."
The signers of the telegram con-
cluded their message "urgently"
requesting "the opportunity to
meet with Nixon".
Drushal explained he had also
sent personal telegrams to both
Ohio Senators, Saxbe and Young
and Congressman Ashbrook. Saxbe
replied Wednesday that he is ex-
pecting Drushal this coming Tues-
day at 10 a.m.
As of the evening of May 6,
Drushal had not yet heard from
either Senator Young or Congress-
man Ashbrook.
:,
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Over 600 begin peaceful march to Town
Indochina.
and if we can't save it there, we
are lost.
President Drushal, in speech
Beginning Essential Extra
Campaign in Wayne Co.
Number 23
Hundreds of Wooster stu-
dents originally intended to
march in Columbus today, but
cancelled plans after hearing
confirmed reports that violent
action had been prearranged.
The Strike Committee here
learned Thursday night that
violence would characterize
the capital march via Captain
Rath of the Columbus Intelli-
gence Dept. and underground
sources.
The committee todav re
layed their information to the
schools in the Ohio Coalition,
most of which have with
drawn support from the Co-
lumbus demonstration.
The march in the state capi-
tal was to serve as a. staging
ground for the national non-
violent demonstration taking
place tomorrow in Washing-
ton.
March In Peace
Contrasts U.Ss
Bloody Monday
by Jim Miner
On Monday night between six
and seven hundred College of
Wooster students, faculty members
and administrators, along with an
undetermined number of towns-
people participated in a march and
gathering in the Public Square. It
was the largest mass march down-
town ever made by Wooster stu-
dents. Also in attendance were
sixty police from the city of Woos-
ter and surrounding towns.
The march and vigil were called
in order to demonstrate concern
over President Nixon's decision to
send U.S. troops into Cambodia.
The march gained impetus Mon-
day afternoon when students learn-
ed of the death of four students
in Kent. Marchers gathered be-
hind Lowry Center and proceeded
peacefully down Beall Ave. despite
a shower. As they marched, a
double rainbow and a cloud for-
mation that looked somewhat like
a peace symbol appeared in the
sky. When the marchers reached
the main business district of Woos-
ter some students started giving
peace signs and shouting "Peace
Now!" This contrasted with the
nearly uniform somber mood and
silence that was characteristic of
the march between the campus and
Liberty St.
At Public Square the students
and faculty participated in a rally
that included singing, speeches and
acts of personal witness including
the turning in of draft cards. As-(Gontin- ued
on Page 5)
By Rich Yoshikawa
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Bringing It Back Home
It was a week which won't be forgotten. Either by the country
or by the college. It is unlikely Nixon, even in his most self-pityin- g
moments, could have predicted how awesome the repercussions from
his Cambodian decision would turn out to be.
There is no doubt that the President is leagues removed from
the prevailing climate of opinion on campuses; but indeed he is
perhaps closer to the heart of the average American than we would
like to imagine. The campuses are in danger of becoming embittered
enclaves, growing increasingly polarized from the temperment of
the working man. Instead of trying to build bridges to the silent
majority, we are approaching a time when it appears far more ex-
hilarating to burn them.
The march in Washington tomorrow can have an immeasurable
potential in once again solidifying anti-wa- r elements of the country.
If New Mobe can successfully maintain its intention of non-violen- ce
and provide a climate of unity as with the Nov. 15 march, students
will be returning to campuses next week with a newer, firmer aware-
ness of their strength, and confident of their powers as political
force.
Already Wooster has found itself in a surprising role as a leader
of the Ohio Coalition, formed last Tuesday. The Strike Committee,
which has risen Phoenix-lik- e from the political inaction of the last
several months, has worked responsibly, effectively and tirelessly, and
it deserves generous praise for helping to mobilize a somnolent student
body. It has also spurred individuals whose interests had been pre-
viously limited to pool or pot to suddenly participate with intense
involvement.
However one danger of the eruption of recent activity, is that
it bespeaks another fad a moment in the limelight for those whose
enthusiasm vacillates precisely with the amount of publicity anti-wa- r
activity gets. Of course there has always been the gap between con-
cern and commitment. There's little applause for those who are left
doing the paper and foot work after the spotlight shifts which is
why the Vietnam Moratorium Committee folded.
But no longer can we naively afford to be lighthearted band-
wagon dilletantes. The President and his administrative confederates
have demonstrated time and again a willingness to transgress legal
jurisdiction and humane law; the days of citizenry innocence is
irrevocably gone.
The decision to travel to Washington tomorrow should be made
by each person after consideration of all factors the likelihood of
violence is one. Hopefully the march will turn out as its sponsors
have planned, so as NSA President Charles Palmer has said, "Nixon
can't make the issue anything but his invasion."
If the "spirit of community" which was so evident last Nov. 15
in Washington can characterize tomorrow's march, participants will
bring back to Wooster a solidarity and sensibility to also seriously
take up related campus issues which have been smoldering for so
long under a caprock of apathy, and which this week were released
with a torrent of feverish and frustrating debate. D. D.
Community Springs
From Grass Roots
by Alan
The phone rang, a shout, several
lingering voices and then silence.
"Fuentes 76 to 57 in J," reads
back the voice that answered the
phone, and the group erupts in
cheers for the victor in yet an-
other precinct contest.
As the totals came in the can-
didates, Woosterites, and workers
unwound, reviewing the events of
the day and the past several
months with enthusiasm and a bit
of nostalgia. Rolores Diarla noted
his victory margin of five votes
and then related with a note of
irony the five voters he had regis-
tered a month earlier. "I only
needed one to win," he chuckled.
A Wooster worker retold a climatic
sprint to the polls in an effort to
get that last vote.
Normally, a precinct race goes
unopposed and unnoticed unless
there is an effort to alter the bal-
ance of power as happened in the
Tuesday Primary Election in Ward
8 on Cleveland's Near-We- st Side.
Ward 8 contains 17 precincts. In
February, a united effort was put
linger
forth by the 11 candidates aided
by a central coalition. The effort
proved effective showing six vic-
tories and a tie. Two more pre-
cincts were won in an adjoining
ward.
The potential of the coalition
surfaced earlier than had been ex-
pected, directing itself toward the
council woman, Marguaret Mc-Cafferr- y.
Several weeks ago, 400
residents attended City Council to
show support for a multi-servic- e
center which McCaffery blocked,
but yielded to the pressures and
political publicity from her con
stituents. A look to the future is
symbolic in that her 'defeat as a
precinct committee woman by a
member of the coalition on
Wooster students participated on
Election Day as they have for the
past several weekends. They tele
phoned, went from door to door,
and stood at the polls to encourage
support for the candidates. In
every effort, their efforts proved
to be successful.
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loftofs To Tho Editor
INVECTIVE LETS BLOOD
May 4, 1970
How anyone can hope to eradicate hate and
violence in this world by fostering hate and violence
in his heart is beyond my comprehension. Tonight
we marched for peace? or merely for the end
of a threat on our own body?
Some of us had a feeling of unity and a glimpse
of Light For me, that was blackened by the vio-
lent, harsh, mob-incitin- g chants, the irresponsible
branding-PIGS- , and the calls for blood and revolu-
tion. No bloody revolution has ever succeeded in
making men free.
To the Editor:
The American nation was born in a pool of blood
and continues to wade in blood. What has hap-
pened to man's rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness all men's rights: students, police,
doves , and nawks .' for many of us the emo-
tions of tonight will pass, for some reason will take
over.
Each of us must start NOW in our own heart and
mind to replace hate with understanding then with
love and to replace the clenched fist with an out-
stretched hand. ALL WE ARE SAYING IS GIVE
PEACE A CHANCE.
A. Hanson Kappelman
CHAPEL SERVICE PROSTITUTED
At this time I wish to congratulate the members
of the Ad Hoc Committee for the fine "Memorial
Service" which they conducted in Chapel on Tues
day, May 5. Maybe since I knew one of the stu-
dents killed at Kent State I was looking for some-
thing more in line with the idea of truly mourning
their deaths. Probably because they died protesting
the same cause that it is being protested here.
The reason I went to the "Memorial Service" was
to try and find strength and understanding from
the speakers. Instead, I was met with the same list
To the Editor:
of demands that I heard announced at breakfast,
lunch, and dinner. This leads me to believe that
the term "Memorial Service" was in fact a deceptive
title to appeal to the student body to attend Chapel
just to be exposed one more time to the Ad Hoc
Committee's list of grievances.
In closing, I want to thank the members of the
Ad Hoc Committee for at least having the courtesy
to have a silent prayer as an afterthought to their
demands.
David E. Carothers
WOMEN'S HOURS MURDER?
Forgive us, faculty and administration. Four
people were killed at Kent State because they were
convinced that the war in Vietnam and Cambodia
is out-and-o- ut killing on the part of the United
States. In answer to this violence, some students
at the College of Wooster came up with their own
striking issues. They equated women's hours and
chapel requirements with murder. A fine equation.
Just when a true understanding between all
people on the campus was reached, after a day of
concern and class boycott, after President Drushal
showed his willingness to carry the sentiment of
the students to Washington, when disaster in Cam-
bodia brought together over 1500 men and wo-
men in Wooster alone, five proposals were written
To the Editor:
up and thrown together with an introduction plead-
ing against violence so that we could DEMAND
affirmative action on the part of the administration.
Thanks for the day off on Monday. Thanks for
the support you showed to us in our opposition to
sending troops into Cambodia, faculty and admin-
istration. It's a shame that a few found women's
hours more important than the loss of life in Cam-
bodia and Kent!!!
Tom Fitt
George Van Buren
Jim Stoll
Greg Weaver
Mark Smith
Mike Keller
REBUTTAL ON MAB
I realize that the MAB controversy is being drawn
out to rather unnecessary lengths but I feel that
I must answer the article published in last weeks
Voice (May 1) by Phil Graham. Several serious
errors, on which he based his editorial opinion,
appeared in the article.
First, he stated that the Hell Week Evaluation
Committee looked at the MAB rules in January,
before the Campus Council saw them. This is
absolutely false. I personally called the Hell Week
Committee meeting for February 5, one day after
the Campus Council meeting which amended the
length of the Pledging Period (note the minutes of
the Campus Council meeting of February 4.)
Secondly, Mr. Graham stated that I did not in-
form the MAB of the changes made by the Campus
Council. This also is false. At the Hell Week Com-
mittee meeting of February 5, I verbally informed
the MAB of these changes. My action can be veri-
fied by numerous faculty members present there
(Dr. Collins, Mr. Wynn, Mr. Nye).
Finally, contrary to what Mr. Graham stated, all
of this action did take place prior to the beginning
of the Pledging Period which started on Feb. 9.
I am unable to explain where Mr. Graham got
his facts but obviously, he did not speak to me or
any other member of the Campus Council. But
then, why should he? The story as he writes it
does sound like a satisfactory explanation to the
whole controversy and it even sounds kind of
scandalous and that's what people like to read,
isn't it?
Neal Brown
Editor's Note: Wednesday evening the High Court,
which was to decide on the MAB controversy re-
garding the reversal of the 2.0 ruling, determined it
did not have jurisdiction in this area. By next week
the High Court will have prepared a statement re-
garding its interpretation of the controversy and its
limits of power as a court.)
PINOCCHIO WHITTLED DOWN
To the Editor:
Just why Pinocchio Pilcher (Strongville Hi '66)
got his nose into the Rosenau parking matter is
not clear. Obviously Rosenau could not read the
name DIETRICH on the parking space. Perhaps
it follows that he had to get another to write his
letter. Or perhaps Pinocchio owed Rosenau a favor.
This could account for the tan of Pinocchio's nose.
The College of Wooster fined Rosenau for viola-
tion of his car privilege, for he added merit to the
"no-cars-on-camp-
us" rule. He made trouble for
others who might also want cars on campus. That
fine went to the coffers of the college; it was no
compensation for the inconvenience and loss of
working time. The hubcaps were impounded and
Rosenau was forced to face the one whose rights
he trampled, thus he could not remain faceless and
unknown. However, he did try the "BIG LIE" tac
tic by making a false police report. A misdemeanor.
He also jumped to conclusions about WHO DID
remove his hubcaps. Then Pinocchio swallowed the
bait and resorted to slander.
As a service to the college, I use my car for
Electronic Dep't work on campus. I haul sound
systems students want to use for special events.
I haul TV equipment, and heavy instruments. I run
errands in town to pick up needed parts. For this
wear and tear on my car I get no extra pay. All I
ask is a parking space guaranteed by faculty pres-
tige.
A word of advice to Pinocchio don't fiddle with
a fuddy-dudd- y unless you are ready for Freddy.
Some of them fight back and they have years of
experience with smart astronauts.
John W. Dietrich
OFF ON AN EGO TRIP
To the Editor:
The attempt to favorably influence the course
of the war in Southeast Asia by cutting calculus or
French literature recalls the primitive concept of
sympathetic magic wherein the hunter constructed
a clay model of an animal and thrust spears into
it to give him power over his prey.
However futile this pursuit, it nevertheless im
presses the observer more than the (apparent) at-
tempt to bring about peace through the presenta-
tion of student demands for greater power in the
governing of the College.
In four years and in four different colleges, I
have never witnessed such a display of undergradu-
ate egocentricity.
Constance Warner
Friday, May 8, 1970
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Vigil in the Town Square.
All-Colle- ge Meeting
Crystallizes Problems
The furor of activity that mark-
ed the early part of the week was
highlighted Tuesday afternoon by
an all-colle- ge meeting. It was called
to present and elucidate demands
made late the night before by frus-
trated students who occupied
Lowry Center until 4 a.m. Ap-
proximately 500 people dotting the
slope north of Lowry Center were
encouraged by strike committee
member Greg Jones to voice their
own demands and opinions via
a provided microphone.
Given the opportunity to speak,
a substantial number of individ-
uals stepped forward from all parts
of the crowd. Their comments were
for the most part general apart
from the stimulating outburst of
one young coed who fervently an-
nounced her revolutionary stance
and another student asserting that
he wanted to wear an arm band
not in opposition to racism but
only to the Cambodian situation.
The prime thrust of what was
said was that the vast mire of
issues, from Indochina to drinking
in the dorms, is complexly inter-
woven. The feeling expressed by
many was that divorcing the Cam-
bodian issue from institutional
racism, is self-defeatin- g, "dean up
your own back yard" was the
brandished-abou- t slogan.
After more than an hour of dis-
cussion, a chilling wind and a light
sprinkle drove the crowd inside
where discussion grew increasingly
heated. References were made to
the heralded but unseen Ten Points
Statement drawn up by concerned
students the night before. Some
students pressed for immediate im-
plementation of all ten points;
others wanted to discuss them one
by one.
After over an hour of bickering,
name-callin- g and argument the
students split on the issue 150
walking to Galpin with a list of
demands, while the others remain-
ed in Lowry Center to discuss their
response to the situation. One stu-
dent picked up the microphone
and suggested that a committee be
organized to deal through chan-
nels with the issues at hand. Re-
sponse was negligible. It came
when, in disappointment to the
empty reaction of those still in the
pit, the student muttered that "it
didn't do any good," only to be
assured by one girl that what he
had to say was worthwhile.
MORE ON
Games To Murder
(Continued from Pago 1)
off to the right, not involved in
the original gassings. They were
curious. They kept pace behind
the soldiers as the rest of the crowd
began its slow but inevitable re
treat.
.
Some moments are caught in the
mind never to be forgotten. A cer-
tain smile or the smell of a special
day may always be remembered.
But it is the sudden unannounced
and seemingly unordered, drop-
ping to the knees of helmeted and
gas-mask- ed guardsmen, and the
overwhelmingly powerful volley of
an M-- l rifle, of ten M-- l rifles bred
from fifteen feet into an unarmed
crowd. One moment troops had
been steadily advancing; the next
moment bullets rang out. As the
shots boomed I stood in bewilder- -
ment, camera temporarily impotent
in my hand. Panicked people
rusnea by as the volley died out.
Somehow I stood still and saw a
girl fall fatally wounded ten feet
away, ine ambulance arrived
within minutes.
My objective eye gave out on
me at that point. I don't even re
member where the National Guard
went after the shootiner iust the
bewildered, far-awa- y dead gaze of
eyes cut in a face of war. Across
Commons at the Union, the grisly
rumor of unprovoked murder was
already circulating and I couldn't
reiute it: l d seen no students with
guns, heard absolutelv no sniiwr
fire, witnessed no student rush at
Guardsmen.
1 V .,
...
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BANDAID DOCTOR SURFEIT
To the Editor:
Don't push me around with your
political orgies and
manufactured labels
Don't display your mass insecurities
by trying to conform to your
image of what "youth should be either
conservative or radical
and also by trying to mold my subtle pressures
and irrelevant questions and raised
eyebrows.
I'm just looking for the truth
Don't denegrate a purpose and real aim and
conviction by aching
for aching's sake in a cause
that means life or death,
look for the truth (your own way and with
your total being.)
What is meant here is to try to beg you to pause
for a moment
catch your head ...
then move with the mass-committe- d not
only physically but also mentally
I'll strip myself naked and expose my every emotion
to try to show you the encompassing problem
you'd look ...
But you may not see
The fight is not for Vietnam, or Blacks, or Eco-
logy, or Cambodia anymore. These are all symp-
toms of a deeper cause. And none of these battles
will be individually won unless there is an abrupt
and probably catastrophic upheaval that will sud-
denly change the inbred system, psychology, and
the prejudice through fear or pain or terror.
And we pray this upheaval won't be fatal. But
now, as the band-ai- d .doctors run around like ants
on a hill brainwashed with self importance and
confident with false ego trips, the plow of destruc
JL
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tion moves closer without pause. And no matter
how many trips they make, it keeps moving closer.
Here we stand, idle as everyone else in the
world we follow the routine incomplete oudets
to our frustration we fight, we write letters, we
march, we conform, we even sit and ignore it all;
we try everything possible to achieve our own self
identity in this tumultuous world and to preserve
our lives. We must search and hope and lash out any
way we feel is right. But pause and decide yourself
what is right. Don't sit and let everyone else struggle
for your life. But also don't lash out emotionally
with your eyes shut.
A few of us talked. We passed through the ideal-
ism and came to reality, we passed that and came
to depression. Emotional tears flowed. And then
came rationality. We decided the world will end
within our lifetimes. And even as we spoke, we
did not believe our words. We tried to believe and
we faced a void and we concluded that the only
thing one can try to grasp is love and togetherness.
We reached a point where words weren't necessary
to express the final feeling. And we saw the absurd-
ity of those pressures we enforce on ourselves and
each other.
We started to feel what love is. All there is that
is tangible and real besides your soul is the man
standing by you And he is real right now. En
masse, with our ulterior motives and catty impres-
sions we can't meet him. But we individually can
teach our soul and expand our convictions by true
interlove.
And then in true unity we can fight the Battle
the true war for world humanness. Man against
men. Man for man. An individual touching an
individual touching an individual
in earnestness
and unsuperficial desperation.
Val Young
MORE ON
KS U Eyewitness Log
(Continued from Page 1)
Cheer from the students: "ONE, TWO, THREE FOUR WE
DONT WANT YOUR FUCKING WAR."
12:01 The crowd by this time was growing appreciably larger. We
estimated the nucleus of the protestors to be 250 strong. There
were perhaps 2000 curious onlookers on the hill behind the
bell.
Bullhorn NG: "LEAVE THIS AREA IMMEDIATELY. THIS
IS AN ORDER."
Few people, either surrounding the bell or on the hill, left.
12:05 The guard launched an extensive tear gas barrage. The
demonstrators and onlookers broke up the hill.
12:08 The barrage ceased. The students, gathering in numbers,
came down the hill. Someone began once again to ring the
bell.
12:09-BULLHO- RN-NG:
"MOVE BACK
. . . MOVE BACK
12:10 The NG perimeter expanded.
Between this time and 12:20 another barrage of tear gas, and
a group of 100 guardsmen pushed up the hill, chasing the
demonstrators down the other side to the cover of some
dormitory buildings.
The troops continued down the other side of the hill and
formed an extended line on a football practice field at the
base of the hill.
12:20 A small group of students (estimated at 5-1- 0) threw rocks
and stones at the line of Guardsmen.
Tear gas canisters were launched at the rock throwers and
the large crowd that had now formed on the hill above the
troops.
The canisters were thrown back into the midst of the guards-
men by students.
12:25 The soldiers proceeded back up the hill in an attempt to re-
group with the core of the forces at the front of the Commons
perimeter.
The troops were surrounded by students, but their path was
in no way blocked. They bunched together as they made
their way up the hill.
12:26 The Guard shot. They were positioned at the top of the hill
and shot down into the crowd. I was positioned at the extreme
left of the firing range five feet from a metal sculpture that:
was hit. It was verified later that all the ammunition was
live. We estimated up to 50 shots were fired.
12:30 Everyone was frustrated and inflamed. Those who were'
merely onlookers ten minutes earlier found themselves scream-
ing in rage.
Four students lay wounded or dead in my immediate area.
12:31 A tear gas canister was thrown by the guard into a group
of five people gathered around a dying or already dead boy.
12:37 A man with blood on his shoe someone else's blood re-
peatedly mumbled that he couldn't understand, just couldn't
understand.
12:38 Helicopters circled the area. Tear gas permeated the air.
The people seemed to weather the shock of the shooting well
and immediately resumed their position on the hill overlook-
ing the commons.
12:45 All quiet except for the helicopters above.
12:46 Student heckling begins, consisting of shouts and jeers. A few
stones are thrown.
12:50 A rumor on those shot: "Three chicks shot one dead."
12:57 We took a position on a hill close to the guard position on
the Commons. There were about 500 people sitting on this
hill.
1:00 Seymour Baron, a psychology professor, asked us to sit in
peace. He said of the NG: "They'll go home ... To hell with
them." "Don't get killed."
The guard assumed a parade rest position.
1:05 Another casualty report: three dead six wounded.
1:15 Baron spoke: "They've got live ammo in their guns. They're
the guardsmen a bunch of scared kids." "I want you the
demonstrators to stay alive . . . Stay here."
Someone shouted to Baron: VTell it to the dead man."
1:20 Baron: The faculty is with you in regards to this goddam
thing."
Another speaker said: "Boycott everything on this campus."
1:25 A line of troops came over the crest of the hill behind us.
We were faced on two sides by soldiers, and on another by
impassable buildings. Many of the students retreated through
our only remaining escape route.
1:36 Baron: "Please go back to your dorms, please. It's not worth
dying for, not today; go home, go home."
2:00 questioned a few guardsmen on a corner. I told them I
simply wanted to talk. I asked them what they thought hap-
pened, why there was any shooting. They were visibly shaken.
XJiey were scared. They would only answer in a clipped and
stilted voice "No comment, no comment. Get off the streets.
Go home."
To the Editor:
TO GET IT. STRAIGHT . . .
On Tuesday afternoon I spoke
at the afternoon meeting. My in
adequacy in speaking led me to be
misinterpreted. I do aeree with
others that it is racism that has
caused many problems in our so
ciety including the current prob-
lems in Southeast Asia. Our gov
ernment still operates under the
philosophy "White Man's Burden."
What I was disagreeine; with is
the implication made by the or-
ganizers that, because I was for
the immediate withdrawal from
Cambodia I was for the Black
Manifesto. The one does not logic-
ally follow the other.
This was all I was trying to say
that afternoon. To me, the Black
Manifesto will not cure the racism
on this campus, but tend to polar-
ize the races even more. There
would no longer be a College of
Wooster, instead there would be
a White College of Wooster and a
Black College of Wooster which,
to me, is racism.
Warren Longer, Jr.
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Soot Highlights
by Tom Hilt
VOICE Sports Editor
Last weekend the Fighting Scot track team witnessed its second
cancelled meet this spring due to a flooded Severance Stadium track.
It just goes to prove that this spring is no different than those of the
past, allowing the Scots an average of one home meet a year.
"Since I became head track coach in 1967, we have had
12 home meets scheduled, and eight of the 12 have been rained
or flooded out," said head coach Bob Lafferty during an inter-
view earlier this week.
This problem of flooding every time it sprinkles is a serious one,
indeed, in that it causes problems in holding successful practices on
the track, whether they may be just before an upcoming event or
just after one.
"The boys have to meet qualifying standards to participate in
the OAC and the National championships," commented the Scot
mentor, "and not having consecutive practice sessions and cancelling
meets hurts their chances."
LafFerty also pointed out that this problem effects the morale
of the squad and his recruiting efforts for better track students here
at Wooster.
The reason for the flooding every time it rains is the texture
of the track. It is not made of the usual cinder material, but rather
it is a combination of a hard clay and soot. This hard clay is not
porous, and therefore retains the water. The clay and soot to-
gether also mix to make a very fine mud.
Another reason for the flooding is the location of the track. It is
believed that the area in which it is located was once a swamp. Low
spots such as swamp areas always tend to hold moisture longer.
After his first season as the Scot head track coach, Lafferty sub-
mitted an 11-pa- ge report to the Development Office of the College on
the facilities and improvements needed. It was thought to have been
placed in the campaign fund for the new gym, but last year it was
discovered that it was not.
Remarking to where it stands at the moment, Lafferty said,
"To the best of my knowledge it is being undertaken as a sep-
arate project of the Development Office. The plans are all made;
it's just a question of money."
The plans include an eight-lan- e all-weath- er track. It is a Fire-
stone product and consists of a rubber-aspha- lt material. The plans
call for two more lanes than the present six and other general improve-
ments to make a better track facility for the College.
tt KJnna
by Tom Hilt
VOICE Sports Editor
The Fighting Scot baseball
team will take to its home field to-
morrow against Hiram in what
will be two of the biggest games
for Wooster in years. The double-heade- r
will begin at 1:30 p.m.
The Scots must sweep both
games to have any chance at
the OAC playoff game, sched-
uled for May 15. This playoff
game between the Northern and
Southern Division leaders will
determine the OAC representa-
tive for the NCAA post-seas- on
tournament.
Hiram will most probably start
their ace pitchers: southpaw Don
Kennedy and right-hand- er John
MacWilliams. Their power hitters
are third baseman Don Wallace,
and catcher Dave Wood.
Commenting about tomorrow's
The three Wooster track
girls will be off and running
again tomorrow. Lois Drink-wate- r,
Nancy Shafer and Patti
Skelley will travel to Edwards-vill- e,
III., to participate in the
Cougar Relays, a collegiate
meet.
Lois will be entered in the
100-- and 200-ya- rd dashes.
Nancy will run both the quar-
ter mile and the half mile
runs. Patti will compete in
the 100 meter hurdles, the
long jump and the 220-yar- d
dash.
encounter, Scot coach Roger Welsh
said, "Hiram is always a strong
defensive club. They are currently
riding a 5-- 3 OAC record, and both
games will be real tough for us."
Starting hurlers for the Scots
Decker and John Baetz. The re-
mainder of the starting lineup is
the same: Doug Dye, LF; Dave
Hopkins, CF; Mike Milligan, RF;
Dave Whitman, 3B; Tom Board-ma- n,
SS; Dave Poetter, 2B; and
Phil Sachs, IB. The only doubtful
position is catcher where regular
Larry Runneals has reinjured an
old football injury. If he is not
ready to go, Kim Hauenstein will
do the job.
Decker upped his season record
to 4-- 2 last Saturday as he went
the entire game in the Scots' first
victory against Wittenberg, 4--3.
Bill Henley went five innings in
the second game, and then was re-
lieved by Randy Terry who did an
"excellent job" in putting down the
Tigers in an extra inning victory,
6--4.
Welsh was more than jubilant
Welcome College Men!
Do Your Bit to Keep
the Environment Beautiful!
Get a Good Looking
Hair Cut
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Number on Scot golfer, Tom Wilcox,
took third in OAC Championship last
Saturday.
Kellogg Shines,
by Jon Harwood
VOICE Sports Writer
Last Saturday at Oberlin, the
Wooster lacrosse team lost their
third straight, game, 10-- 6. Ober-
lin, who had just defeated Ohio
State, proved to be a strong team
as they chalked up their sixth
victory in seven games. The loss
left the Scots with a 2-- 4 slate, with
three games left.
The margin of victory was pro-
vided by Oberlin's four goals in
the first four minutes and fourteen
seconds of the third period. The
Obies had come from behind to
hold a slim 3-- 2 halftime lead be-
fore that outburst. The stickmen
outscored Oberlin for the rest of
the game, but it was not enough.
Kins0) JoUUrtfilJuol- -L,
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following the game. He remark
ed that "these were the greatest
wins since I've been at Woos
ter."
In sweeping the doubleheader
from Wittenberg, who was 7-- 3 in
the OAC, the Scots eliminated the
Tigers from the Southern Division
race. They also put the first
blemish on wit's ace pitcher Randy
Alt's season record of 6-- 0. Welsh
pointed out that his lifetime record
against the Scots is not too im-
pressive at 1-- 2.
The Scot mentor also pointed to
the improvement of the team's
hitting. Uye, who is now the lead-
ing hitter on the team at .360,
had three hits, as did Milliean m
the 14 combined two-gam- e hits for
the scots.
Dye, a freshman who was an
All-Ohi- o player last year in high
school, also excelled in defense
along with Milligan, Poetter, and
Boardman.
INTRAMURAL SOFTBALL
(Standings thru May 2)
1. 3AA 402. 5A 21
5AA 218A 216AA 216. 1A J2 2
7. Faculty 118. 2A .. 12
7A . 12
10. 3A 1311. 6A 04
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Wilcox, Tef
by Dave Berkey
VOICE Sports Writtr
Kenyon, Oberlin, and Capital
will invade L. C. Boles Memorial
golf course tomorrow for a quad-
rangular meet with Wooster's
linksmen. The Scots were victims
of record shooting by Ohio Wes-leya- n
and Denison last Saturday
on the Hill in the OAC champion-
ship and finished third, 15 strokes
off the hot pace.
The first round of the match was
played at Denison last Friday with
the 14 teams returning to Wooster
the next day. The Scots were in
fifth place after Friday's action
But Stickers Lose
Probably the most outstand-
ing individual in this game was
goalie Jeff Kellogg. Kellogg
made an outstanding 29 saves
while being shot at 79 times.
Leading the offensive play was
Bill Seegar, who scored three more
goals to raise his total in six games
to 21 goals, and Wes Howard, who
had two assists, and Tom LaMoni-c- a
with one goal and one assist.
Also scoring for the Scots were
Steve Lynch and Jim Rattay with
one goal each.
Duck Weather, Not Tennis
by Tom Hathaway
VOICE Sports Writer
It might be wonderful weather
for ducks, but precipitation
doesn't quite agree with the Fight-
ing Scot tennis team.
Last Saturday the netters had
their second home match rained
out. The weatherman indicates that
he won't be on their side this week
which could hinder the build up
of an essential element much
needed for the OAC Champion-
ships momentum.
We need to play these matches.
said Coach Al Van Wie as he
looked over the schedule which
had his team facing Mt. Union
last Tuesday and Heidelberg to-
morrow. The coach added that he
wanted to try to make up the
Hiram match before the conference
championships scheduled for next
weekend.
Prior to the Mt. Union match
the Scots' season slate stood at 3-- 3.
Their most recent match was
a 9-- 0 shutout at the hands of Ob-
erlin. Coach Van Wie did see a
Bring Mom Back to Keeney's
201 EAST LIBERTY STREET
CAFETERIA SERVICE
TABLE SERVICE
(By reservation
Call Us
Public Square
at South 1955
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but came back to finish third with
a best-fou- r, 36-ho- le total of 636.
The Bishops, first round leaders,
retained the lead after a charge
by the Big Red. Denison fell short
by one stroke, 621-62- 2, both scores
setting a new conference tourney
record. It was OWU's second
straight title.
Wooster's entry was enhanced
by the play of Tom Wilcox and
Jim Hodges. Wilcox finished
third individually with rounds of
77 and 76, two strikes behind
medalist Dave Kepple of Deni-
son. Hodges finished in a tie
for fourth, one stroke back of
that with a 154 total.
The team scores were reached by
adding the top four 36-hol- e totals
from each team. The Scots used
Wilcox's 153, Hodges' 154, Tracy
Resch's 164, and Paul Abbey's
165, for the 636 total. Otterbein
finished fourth at 640, and was
followed by Hiram, 645; Muskin-
gum, 657; Kenyon, 658; Capital,
665; Heidelberg, 667; Oberlin,
672; Mt. Union, 674; Baldwin-Wallac- e
and Marietta, 681; and
Wittenberg, 685.
"Wesleyan and Denison played
some excellent golf to beat us,"
commented Coach Bob Nye. "WeH
give them a battle next year with
some added experience."
few good things in the bad match.
"Our first doubles set of Larry
Lindberg and George Fitch showed
signs of putting the fine points of
their game together," said the
Dutchman. "If they can put it all
together, they can be a real threat
in the OAC."
"The biggest problem on the
team is that we're not mentally
tough when we get into a tough
match. We must become more
mentally tough in both our per-
formance and calling of the
match," Van Wie added. "This is
the momentum we must have to
take us into the OAC Champion-
ships."
THIS WEEK'S RESULTS:
Baseball: Wooster 8, Ashland 7
Men's Tennis: Wooster 8, Mt. Union 1
Women's Tennis: OWU 7, Wooster 2
Track: Oberlin meet cancelled due to
close of Oberlin.
Baseball: Hiram doubleheader can-
celled due to close of Hiram.
B-- W will visit instead, for a double-heade- r.
11 :00 - 2:30
11 :30 - 3:00
only)
at 264-83- 64
Bank
Wooster, Ohio
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F. D. I. C.Cleveland Road
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New Haven Circus
by Chris Dirks
and Jim Broehl
New Haven began with the at-
mosphere of a circus: Buttons and
ice cream were sold, newspapers
and flyers were distributed, and
the appearance of many of the
hitchhikers and visitors was
"freakish" to say the least. There
was a restless apprehension of
what was to go on and the
thought of possible violence had
crossed everyone's mind.
Visibly there was much to sug-
gest that some violence might oc-
cur: the New Haven police outfit-
ted with new billyclubs and riot
helmets standing on guard by the
Courthouse; the National Guard
out of sight from the green but
lining the streets just blocks away;
the presence of first-ai- d personnel
in white coats; and the Yippies
and SDS'ers with football helmets
and make-shif- t tear-ga- s masks
hanging from their belts.
The green itself was a peaceful
island in the middle of a city dis-
playing boarded-u- p store windows
and painted with slogans of "Free
the Panthers". People sunbathed,
played games of frisbie and red-rove- r,
and got stoned. Most of the
people were there because they
felt they had to show support for
the jailed Panthers and other op-
pressed peoples, although at times
it seemed that some were only
there for another Woodstock or
another Chicago.
Frustration was the feeling in
the air. Some were frustrated
about the issues everyone was at-
tacking, the imprisonment of
Bobby Seale and the sending of
troops into Cambodia; others were
making statements about related
but secondary issues, Women's
Liberation and oppression of gay
people. In spite of the frustration
apparent in all, the hope was
there that things could be done,
and it was felt that New Haven
was the time and the place to get
things together.
Speeches by members of the
Conspiracy 7 (which was renam-
ed the Conspiracy 8 by Jerry Ru-
bin) began to bring the crowd to
the awareness of the need for unity
and diversity in a successful re-
volution.
However, some things suggested
that the crowd was never really
unified. For instance, while the
rally was going on, a group of
SDS 'ers marched across the green,
stopping at its border across from
the courthouse. The crowd stream-
ed behind them, as if in support
of nothing more than some vio-
lence (which never materialized).
Another incident that pointed to
the disunity of the masses was a
spontaneous meeting which was
called by a Baltimore Panther to
find out if the crowd was behind
the goals of the Panthers or not.
He said that all he had seen so
far was "flower-power- " with no
real solidarity reasons for the
rally. Another Panther then de-
manded an organized and intelli
gent revolution, not one ruled by
spontaneous violence and irration-
al action.
It seemed clear to the two of us
who went to New Haven that the
people there were still fighting
each other, and were not really
committed to a lifetime struggle
for freedom from oppression. The
committment was temporary for
the many who became involved
due to the spectacle atmosphere
which had been created from the
masses of people there.
The Scot Symphonic Band will play its annual spring concert on Sunday,
May 10, at 3 p.m. on the Lowry Center Patio.
The feature work of the concert will be a new work by the director,
Dr. Stuart Ling, called "Short and Suite". This is a three-moveme- nt piece
including a March, Air, and Dance. It is mildly modern in style.
'
Joseph G. Heard of Miami will speak Thursday, May 14, at 4:15 at
Lean Lecture Room, Wishart Hall.
The campus public is welcome to attend this free lecture, entitled "Today's
Prophet", sponsored by the Christian Science Organization at Wooster.
Tonight Puddle Party Dance on L. C. Patio, 730-- l 1 :30.
May 9 All Campus Steak Fry, 4:45-6:0- 0. Bring your ID's.
May 9 First day of Wooster Community Children's Art Show in L. C.
Main Lounge.
May 10 Reception with Junior Artists and their parents, 2-- 4.
May 15 Santana Concert in Cleveland. Bus leaves L. C. at 5:30. Reserved
seat tickets $5.50 from Director of Lowry Center; first come
first-serv- ed on block of 40 seats in front five rows of Allen
Theatre.
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Peaceful Rally
(Continued from Page 1)
sociate Dean of Students Howie
King praised the participants for
the peaceful manner in which they
expressed concern over U.S. in-
volvement in Cambodia. He also
thanked the police department for
their cooperation. Neal Davis, a
veteran of Vietnam and OSU' stu-
dent, condemned what he consid-
ered American aggression and
urged continued resistance to ex-
panded war in Asia.
A number of college folksingers
added some melodic wisdom. Sev-
eral other ideas, in addition to
Cambodia were presented. Stu-
dents, recently back from New
Haven, commented on the trial of
Bobby Seale, and Dr. Thomas
Qareson of the English Dept., an-
nounced his letter calling for the
censure of Nixon hy the Senate is
being distributed nation-wid- e as
planned. There was also a display
of a shirt that was said to belong
to one of the Kent State Four.
At about 10:30 the marchers
started returning to the campus.
A change in the mood between go-
ing downtown and returning to the
campus seemed apparent. The re-
turn marchers were much more
talkative and sang on the way back
from the "hootenanny" as some
students called it.
When passing the Public Ser-
vices Building on Market and on
the march back some policemen
flashed peace signs with their
hands, which drew applause and
cheers from some of the marchers.
Some marchers thanked the police
for the excellent job they perform-
ed. Back on campus the marchers
shouted "Peace Now" even more
boldly than downtown. Groups
split off to dorms, the grass in
front of the Phys. Ed center where
a small vigil was continued all
night and Lowry, where discus-
sion over the immediate campus
problems lasted into the early
hours of Tuesday morning.
MAGNIFICENT
MAGNAVOX
Plays on Batteries or AC Current
SUPERB FMAM
$39.95
Both the look and the sound of
excellence art yours with superb
performing Magnavox solid-sta- te
portables. Model 1201 brings you
noise-fre- e, crystal-cle- ar FM, and
long range AM listening enoyment.
Operates on AC or DC. Includes ear-
phone, long-lif- e batteries, and AC
adapter. An ideal companion any-
where you go.
WOOSTER MUSIC CENTER
On the South Side of the Square
Let Us Help You with Any Supplies for
Your Personal or Section Projects
WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
Phone 262-80- 15
YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS AN OPERATOR
Due To Technical Dff.
by Tom Potteiger
Have you ever gotten an out-
side telephone line here at the Col-
lege only to have to wait 32 rings
for a long distance operator to
handle your call? The present situ-
ation in Wooster transcends mere
frustration and is inviting tragedy.
Mr. Biggs, the manager of local
rations for the United Tele--4Xne Co. of Ohio, reports that
they are having problems at pres-
ent in trying to keep pace with
the increasing number of telephone
users and their changing habits
in an effort to maintain perfect
service. Problems can originate in
no time, jamming the phones and
putting the system out of order.
Something such as this happened
last Monday with the problems at
Kent State which shut down ser-
vice in northeastern Ohio. "I have
never seen such traffic in the many
years that I have worked here'
reports Biggs.
Corrective action has begun
taking place here in Wooster how-eve- r.
For the last three weeks sur-
veys have been made on the vary-
ing degrees of telephone usage in
this area. Particularly during the
week from the 4th to the 10th a
survey is being made to deter- -
mine what the peak hours of
usage are so that they may be
handled more efficiently.
What changes will be made?
Biggs reports that the equipment
for this area is quite adequate.
Problems arise though when there
aren't enough operators on duty
to operate the equipment. "We
have to decide what number of
in
Pago Five
girls will work at what times,"
says Biggs.
People may question what prob-
lems could arise if there is an
emergency and an operator can
not be summoned. Biggs says that
the use of that national emergency
number 911 is being considered
but no definite decision has been
made.
The only remaining problem
would be here at the College in
getting an outside line. There are
20 outside lines available although
often they are filled, as they are
at this moment, Tuesday evening,
May 5, at 9:40 p.m. Keep trying.
King
Kong
Is
Coming
Mateer Auditorium
Mriday & Saturday, May 8--9
7:00 and 9:00 p.m.
RECREATION DIRECTOR
We seek a dynamic young man to plan recreational activi-
ties, work directly with children and supervise staff at a
small residential treatment center for troubled children, in
Evanston, Illinois.
Experience necessary; B.A. Degree preferred. Excellent op-
portunity. For further information, call or write: Mrs. Betty
Papangelis, Administrative Assistant, Illinois Children's
Home and Aid Society, 1122 North Dearborn St., Chicago,
Illinois 60610; area code: 312-944-33- 13.
Beulalt BecUtel Shaft
PREDICTS A BEAUTIFUL SUMMER
with a shop full of
Campus Clothes Classics
you will wear again and again
Washable Dacron and Polyester
LACOSTA DRESSES
CULOTTES, SHORTS, SLACKS
SHIRTS AND SHELLS
FOR DRUGS
Across from the Fairgrounds "Closest to the Campus"
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A Strawberry Afternoon
by Kathy Printz
I don't know. At noon Tuesday
under a cloudless sky the group
prayed for peace and spoke noble
words, to which everyone says
"Wouldn't that be nice?" but
which no one believes. At two we
all gathered again with good in-
tentions of speaking to one an-
other, and finally getting opinions
expressed.
So we listened for awhile to
statements and general accusations,
very personal and emotional. "I
want . . . "I've seen . . . ", "I've
done...", "Heel...", "All I
want to say . . . ", "... just one
thing . . . ". Not until we moved
inside where we couldn't watch the
show detached, not until we really
"got together" in almost physical
contact did we begin to realize
that this action was for real, here
at Wooster, that we could unite
for something. The emotion and
accusations continued "You're
all hypocrites ... pseudo-hippie- s
. . . weak."
The arguments and confusion
Wednesday evening near the
end of the dining hours, Fred
Willems, tending the main desk
at Lowry Center, received a
phone call from someone who
informed him a bomb had been
planted in Lowry Center. This
quick episode marked the sec-
ond bomb scare for the College
in two years and the school's
history.
The phone call, received at
6:28, prompted the building to
be evacuated immediately. Cam-
pus Security and the Wooster
Police Dept. made a thorough
search of the building and
found nothing.
Ironically enough, the phone
call came right before the end
of President J. Garber Drushal's
address to the student body
which has been taped earlier.
Last year, a bomb scare call
came right before Drushal was
about to make his acceptance
speech during his inauguration
as the eighth president of the
College.
According to Willems, the
caller sounded "nervous and
young". Willems guessed the
hoaxer's age to be about 20.
TAYLORS
YOUR SAFEST SHOE STORE
Taylor Shoe Co. Inc.
North Sldt Public Square
WOOSTER, OHIO
would rise to ridiculous and alien-
ating levels until someone would
calmly suggest some sane and
solid action. I don't know when
everyone realized that they had to
stop their revolutionary games I
don't think the seriousness and
reality of the march to Galpin ever
sank in. All the way into Drushal's
office the crowd nervously laughed
and joked. But for once now we,
as a group of students, had to do
something, had to prove to our-
selves that the impotency and
insignificance we find in Wooster
does not reach to our own selves.
The move to Galpin signaled a
tentative, beginning, but I wonder
if we can dispel the play attitude.
I wonder when we will be able
to take the college and ourselves
as students seriously, and realize
that "peace" and "personal free-
dom" are not issues with which
we concern ourselves for a few
days on an organized signal, but
which we incorporate into our life-
styles. I wonder when the reality
of the situation will finally, really
horrify us.
By Bill McCreight
Massage from the structure on the slope opposite the football stadium.
VOICE
835 Vote On Demands
1. The Black Students Manifesto be implemented as
stated in the Manifesto published last October.
b. That the Trustees and Administration establish
forthwith a committeee to investigate all possible
financial resources to aid the BSA Manifesto im-
plementation.
2. That the college prohibit all military personnel
from recruiting on the college property.
3. a. That students be allowed to represent at least
50 of the voting power of the teaching staff and
tenure committee.
b. That the college immediately abolish the Chapel
requirement.
4. That the social Code of Conduct be implemented
immediately.
a. That all clauses be eliminated that discriminate
between men and women.
b. That the individual matter of the use of alcohol
and visitation hours be left up to the individual.
5. That the money appropriated by the administration
for the caps and gowns be matched by an equal
dollar donation to the NOW scholarship fund.
Spring Special
Get Your Slacks or
Sweaters Freshened Up
for Spring.
only
69 cents
Brighten Your
Environment with
i hour
MARTINIZING
In the Shopping Center
THE GIFT CORNER
Where College Students Will Find
the Newest Selection of
Costume Jewelry
INCENSE AND DURNERS
Greeting Cards
Southwest Corner Public Square
264-611- 7
CITY NEWS
IMPORTED PIPES HAND-BLENDE- D TOBACCOS
DELICATESSEN
PAPERBACK BOOKS MAGAZINES
Open 6:30 a.m. 12:30 a.m. Sunday 'Til 10:00
200 S. Market St. Fh. 262-515- 1
Yes No
50 50
74 26
17 83
62
67
73 27
CCirrf
62 38
51 49
MAJOR COMMENTS RECEIVED 835 STUDENTS RESPONDED
1. The money intended for caps and gowns should be donated by STUDENTS to
the NOW Fund.
2. Manifesto question: (a) Many don't agree with all of it wants things too fast.
(b) Confusion on what has already been done.
(c) Many no votes and abstentions were confused in that they did not
know what the Manifesto was.
3. Recruiters: (a) Should be here because of freedom of speech.
(b) Should not be in Union and should go through same channels as
everyone.
4. Faculty Tenure Committee: (a) Change 50 percent of voting power for students
to 20-5- 0 percent.
(b) Greater power on firing decisions than hiring decisions.
5. Freshman Women: Some support for hours for frosh women during their first
quarter.
The first point had the least response many abstentions confusion and ignorance.
Friday, May 8, 1970
Babcock 71
nfernafional
Babcock Hall, traditionally a
castle for upper class women, will
be functioning this coming fall as
an International Center. The re-
sidence hall, which some hoped to .
set up as a dorm for both men and
women, will be renovated to have
room solely for 90-9- 5 women and
will include seminar rooms, lis-
tening rooms for language tapes,
carrels, and the office of Interna-
tional Programs.
The Board of Trustees approved
funds in April for architect's fees
to provide plans for structural
changes which will be in keeping
with that building's basic design
but provide for a different func-
tional use. The changes may not
be entirely completed by the
opening of the school year, but the
Center should be operational by
then.
The Babcock dining room will
re-ope- n for several nights a week,
with emphasis on language tables.
Priority for rooms will be given
to language and cultural area
studies majors, foreign students,
and those with special interest in
an international program.
Carol (Wooster '70) and Max
Rasamimanana (MAT 71) will be
the coordinate directors of the
Center for 1970-71- .
Flair Travel Bargains
ICELANDIC CAR PACKAGES
EURAIL PASSES
STUDENT TOURS
FREIGHTER CRUISES
call
2(Si-(S5(- Q)
346 East Bowman Street
TRAVEL WITH FLAIR
A Thrlf iiChccIx la o
MINISTER OF FINANCES
A resplendent plenipotentiary of impeccable mien -- a
bearer of glad (usually) tidings a fabulous forwarder of
funds-th- at's a ThriftiCheck in all its gloryl
Put this prestigious servant to work for you. Buy a Thriftl
Checkbook full of ThriftiChecks. A few dollars will start
you off with a
PERSONALCHECKING ACCOUNT
The cost is miserly.
Come. Temporize no longer. See us at once.
Wayne County National Dank
